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Abstract

This thesis investigates the potential for detection and identification of pri-
mordial stars, galaxies, and supernovae at high redshift. It also serves as an
introduction to Population III stars, their formation and properties, the first
galaxies, and to gravitational lensing.

Simulations indicate that the first Population III stars should appear in
minihalos of mass M = 105−106 M� at z≈ 10−30. To assess the detectabil-
ity of these objects, theoretical models of these stars and their surrounding H II

regions are used. We assess the plausibility of detection with the upcoming
James Webb Space Telescope (JWST), using the gravitational lensing provided
by the galaxy cluster MACSJ0717.5+3745. The conclusion is that the detec-
tion of these objects is highly improbable but not impossible.

To investigate the prospects of detecting and identifying the first galaxies,
the spectral synthesis code Yggdrasil is introduced. According to this code,
JWST may be able to detect Population III galaxies with stellar masses as low
as 105 M� at z ≈ 10 in unlensed fields. We find that, over limited redshift
intervals, it could be possible to use Hubble Space Telescope (HST) and/or
JWST broadband color criteria to single out Population III galaxy candidates.

Then the prospects of detecting gravitationally lensed Population III galax-
ies with JWST and HST are investigated. An upper limit to the baryon fraction
converted to Population III stars in a host halo of ε ∼ 10−1 is inferred from
observations. A lower limit to detect ∼ 1 Population III galaxy of ε ∼ 10−2

(HST/CLASH) and ∼ 10−3 (JWST using MACS J0717.5+3745 as lens) for the
star formation efficiency is calculated.

By fitting HST/CLASH data to Yggdrasil and comparison grids, two Popu-
lation III galaxy candidates are discovered. These two candidates are the first
Population III galaxy candidates discovered at z > 6.5. A highly-magnified
doubly lensed extremely high-redshift (z∼ 7.8) object is also identified.

Finally, the prospects of detecting core-collapse (CC) supernovae (SNe)
from the first galaxies at z∼ 5−12 are investigated. The simulated SN rate is
convolved with the simulated light curves from CC SNe and the volume that
is gravitationally lensed in HST/CLASH with a sufficiently high magnification.
The prediction is that no primordial SN is detectable, but 2−3 CC SNe should
be discovered.
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1. Introduction

This thesis examines the observability of the very first stars, galaxies, and su-
pernovae (SNe) and presents the results from a search for metal-free (Popu-
lation III) galaxies. This thesis introduction aims to complement the articles
by providing background and being elaborate where the articles are not as
elaborate (for example concerning Yggdrasil and gravitational lensing). This
introductory chapter provides some basic background information. Most of
the information in the chapter is on a quite simple level and parts (or all) might
be skipped depending on the reader’s background. Chapter 2 introduces the
concept of Population III stars. Chapter 3 gives background on the first galax-
ies and the Yggdrasil population synthesis model. Gravitational lensing and
computations for magnification are presented in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, the
Cluster Lensing And Supernova survey with Hubble (CLASH) survey is de-
scribed. Finally, Chapter 6 contains a summary of the papers included in the
thesis.

1.1 The universe

The Big Bang (BB) started the expansion of the universe from an extremely
hot and dense state. As the universe expanded, it also cooled. Shortly af-
ter (. 20 min) BB, elements heavier than hydrogen isotopes (protons) formed
through nucleosynthesis. This was a very inefficient process in which only he-
lium and trace amounts of lithium were formed. As the universe continued to
expand, it also continued to cool. At redshift z = 1,100, or 378,000 years after
the BB, electrons and protons started to combine to form neutral hydrogen.
This process is called the recombination1. After recombination, the baryonic
component of the universe consisted of neutral gas. Shortly thereafter, but
often associated with recombination, photons decoupled from matter. This
means that photons could travel freely and the universe was not opaque any-
more. These photons constitute the observed Cosmic Microwave Background
(CMB) radiation.

1Even though there is no previous combination.
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Small scale disturbances developed into halos of dark matter (DM). Dark
matter is a yet unexplained form of matter, seemingly interacting only through
gravitation. The halos merged and more massive halos formed. The baryonic
matter contained in the halos eventually (z ≈ 30) started to form stars (Chap-
ter 2). The structure formation continued through mergers of halos, and at
z≈ 10−15 galaxies started to form (Chapter 3).

The neutral universe was eventually ionized again through a process called
reionization. It is generally believed that reionization was completed at about
redshift 6. The exact reason for reionization is not known, but it is very likely
that the first stars, star clusters and galaxies played an important role.

Another important, also poorly understood, component of the universe is
dark energy (DE), which makes the expansion of the universe accelerate. The
energy in the universe currently consists of 69% DE, with the other 31% made
of DM and baryonic matter (Planck Collaboration et al. 2014).

After the reionization, structure formation has continued to form larger
halos/structures, eventually leading to the present day universe.

Cosmology is the quest to understand the universe on large scales. This
discipline studies the evolution described above, from the Big Bang 13.8 bil-
lion years ago until today, and also tries to predict the fate of the universe. To
study the universe and its evolution on large scales, galaxies, galaxy clusters,
gamma-ray bursts (GRBs), supernovae (SNe), etc. are observed. By measur-
ing distances and their physical properties, conclusions about cosmic evolution
can be made, e.g. the cosmic expansion rate, structure formation, enrichment
of metals, etc.

1.2 Spectral energy distributions

Stars and galaxies emit radiation, generally as a continuous function of wave-
length called a spectral energy distribution (SED), or spectrum. These spectra
have more or less pronounced features at different wavelengths, depending
on absorption, local emission, scattering, etc. in the stellar atmospheres and
surrounding interstellar and intergalactic medium. Emission lines, which can
have a huge flux over a a small wavelength interval, can be very important for
the detection and identification of objects.

1.2.1 The Lyman-α line

The transition of an electron between the second excited state and the first
(ground) state in the hydrogen atom gives rise to Lyman-α (Lyα) radiation at
wavelength 1,216 Å (= λLyα ). Since this is the by far most common transition
under normal circumstances, the Lyα line is a very strong line when emitted.
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The Lyα line’s strength is also its weakness, as neutral hydrogen is very likely
to absorb it. The absorbing atom gets excited and almost instantly makes the
transition to ground state, re-emitting a Lyα photon. Since this radiation is
emitted in a random direction, the effect is that the photons scatter around be-
fore escaping. This resonant radiation process results in a longer path length
with increased susceptibility for dust absorption. As a matter of fact, this usu-
ally happens in the interstellar medium (ISM) in the emitting galaxy. The
amount of Lyα radiation leaving the galaxy is usually quantified by using the
Lyα escape fraction, which has been measured as low as 5 % by Hayes et al.
(2010).

Before reionization at z≈ 6, the whole universe was neutral, which means
that all Lyα radiation resonantly scatters in the intergalactic medium (IGM).
Since it scatters in a random direction each time it is absorbed and re-emitted,
it will reach us too diluted, thus rendering it effectively unobservable. There
are a few possible exceptions though. Patchy reionization and source clus-
tering (Dayal et al. 2010; Jeeson-Daniel et al. 2012) could result in sightlines
where the universe was ionized at much higher redshift, which means Lyα

radiation might be observed in that direction. Galactic outflows (Dijkstra &
Kramer 2012) could cause the Lyα line to redshift to a longer wavelength,
thus allowing it to propagate through a neutral universe. It is also possible for
a large enough region to be ionized so that the Lyα photons are redshifted to
longer wavelengths, thus avoiding scatter in the IGM.

A related phenomenon is the so-called Lyα forest. This is the result when
radiation from objects at high redshift passes through several clouds of neu-
tral hydrogen, each absorbing Lyα radiation and producing an absorption line.
The resulting absorption lines represent the “forest". Madau (1995) provides
a model for the Lyα forest which also takes into account higher-order Lyman
absorbers, see Figure 1.1. For radiation originating before reionization (z > 6),
the Lyα forest turns into complete absorption instead. This complete absorp-
tion of wavelengths below λLyα is called the Gunn-Peterson trough (Gunn &
Peterson 1965). In this thesis, the Madau absorption recipe is used at z < 6,
while all radiation of lower wavelength than λLyα is assumed to be absorbed at
z > 6.

Since the propagation of the Lyα line is very uncertain, the escape fraction
fLyα is treated as a free parameter. Here, fLyα represents the fraction of the
radiation in the Lyα line that both escapes the ISM and avoids scatter in the
IGM. In Paper I and Paper III, we assume fLyα = 0, i.e. no Lyα radiation. In
Paper II, Paper IV, Paper V, and Paper VII, fLyα is allowed to vary in the range
[0, 0.5].

3



Figure 1.1: The Madau (1995) model for Lyα forest absorption. The average
transmission through the universe as a function of intrinsic wavelength is shown.
The source is assumed to be at z = 4. The characteristic staircase transmission is
produced by continuum blanketing by the Lyman series.
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1.2.1.1 The Lyman- and Lyα-break technique

The Lyman- and Lyα-break technique is a method utilizing Lyman absorption
below a certain wavelength to measure the redshift of objects. For objects at
z < 6, the Lyman limit at 912 Å, the wavelength below which hydrogen are
ionized by photons, is most often used. At z > 6 the Gunn-Peterson trough ab-
sorbs, as we have seen in Section 1.2.1, also the radiation between 912 Å and
λLyα . We use the latter since we are interested in objects at z > 6. Since the ra-
diation is redshifted, the effect is that the Lyα limit is redshifted, resulting in a
redshifted limit at a wavelength of (1+ z)λLyα for an object at z. In photomet-
ric measurements, different filter transmission curves measure the radiation in
different wavelength passbands (Section 1.3). This leads radiation in filters
with transmission in wavelengths below (1+ z)λLyα to be absorbed, while fil-
ters with transmission above (1+ z)λLyα are transmitting flux. By inspecting
what filters contain flux and which filters do not transmit flux, an estimate of
the object’s redshift can be attained. When using this technique with the Ly-
man limit at 912 Å, the method is called the Lyman-break (LB) technique, and
galaxies selected using this technique are referred to as Lyman-break galaxies
(LBG). When using Lyα as limit, the method is called the Lyα-break (LyαB)
technique. An object is called a drop-out in the filter at wavelengths higher
than this redshifted Lyman-limit/Lyα induced limit.

1.2.2 Hα and Hβ radiation

The Hα and Hβ lines originate from transitions where an electron in a hy-
drogen atom falls from the third and fourth excited state to the second. This
radiation is much weaker than Lyα when emitted, but it is not resonant. The
electrons in the neutral hydrogen is normally distributed with the largest frac-
tion in the ground state. Even if some neutral hydrogen is encountered, able to
absorb Hα or Hβ at the second state, this will lead to negligible flux losses.

1.2.3 Lyman-Werner radiation

An important coolant for high redshift star formation is molecular hydrogen,
H2. Photons shortward of 912 Å are absorbed by ionizing neutral hydrogen,
and H2 has only weak absorption in longer wavelength than 1,110 Å. For
photons in the range 912 Å to 1,110 Å, the so-called Lyman-Werner bands,
the H2 molecule can absorb a photon with corresponding wavelength. The
molecule gets excited but rapidly radiates a photon and returns to ground state.
In roughly 15 % of these decays the molecule dissociates, so-called photodis-
sociation. This is called Lyman-Werner feedback and it effectively destroys
the coolant for further star formation.
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Figure 1.2: The transmission curves for the ugriz-system in Sloan Digital Sky
Survey (SDSS). Wavelengths are on the x-axis and the transmission is on the
y-axis.

1.3 Photometry

Photometry is a technique to measure the flux and usually refers to integrations
over different wavelength ranges. The transmission as a function of wave-
length is called the transmission curve (or passband). Figure 1.2 displays an
example of transmission curves. The transmission curve is constructed through
a convolution of the camera, filter, and detector used. The result of the integra-
tion is quoted in magnitudes (see Section 1.3.3). To calculate the magnitudes
of different model spectra, the fluxes through the transmission curves are inte-
grated.

1.3.1 K-correction

When calculating magnitudes for objects at high redshift, we need to adjust the
spectrum before it is convolved with the transmission curve. Suppose a source
at redshift z emits the intensity Iz(λz), and the question is what intensity I(λ )
is received at the detector. Given the definition of redshift, the radiation at a
certain wavelength is shifted by a factor 1+ z. Since the energy of a photon
is inversely proportional to the wavelength, the energy decreases by the same
factor, resulting in the intensity also decreasing by a factor 1+ z. So we have:
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I(λ ) =
Iz(

λ

1+z )

1+z

This is called the k-corrected spectrum and is used for magnitude calcula-
tions.

1.3.2 Distance

Since the objects also are at a distance, the intensity has to be decreased by
a factor 4πD2

L(z), where DL(z) is the luminosity distance, see Section 1.4.3.
When a magnitude is calculated using its luminosity distance, the magnitude
is called an apparent magnitude. An absolute magnitude is defined as the mag-
nitude at a distance of 10 parsec (pc).

1.3.3 Magnitudes

As mentioned previously, integrated fluxes are usually quoted in magnitudes.
This is done by integrating the transmission curve over an arbitrary reference
intensity, which varies between different so-called photometric systems. The
integration over the reference intensity is used, together with the original inte-
gration, to calculate the magnitude according to the following formula:

m =−2.5log10

( ∫
∞

0 I(λ )T (λ )dλ∫
∞

0 I0(λ )T (λ )dλ

)
+m0

Here, m is the calculated magnitude, I(λ ) the k-corrected intensity re-
ceived at the detector as a function of wavelength, I0(λ ) the reference intensity
which depends on the photometric system, T (λ ) is the transmission level for
the filter in use as a function of λ , and m0 the reference magnitude, the magni-
tude for a flux through the filter equal to the reference flux. The factor -2.5 is
there for historical reasons1.

1.3.3.1 AB photometric system

Throughout this thesis, the AB photometric system is used. AB-magnitudes
are defined for frequency dependent spectra. The flux of a constant intensity
I0 as a function of frequency through a filter is defined as zero magnitude.
Converted to a wavelength dependent intensity, this means that the reference
intensity (Section 1.3.3) is ∝ 1/λ 2.

1And generally confuses people.
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1.3.4 Colors

The color of an object is the difference between the observed magnitudes in
two passbands. If the passband covering lower wavelengths has lower mag-
nitude (meaning more flux) than the passband with higher wavelengths, the
color is considered blue. If the low-wavelength passband has a higher magni-
tude, the color is considered red. Colors can casually be considered as a ratio
between the flux in the two passbands. Since the reference intensity varies in
general with wavelength, the color is not completely a ratio measure. However,
the more constant the reference intensity is between the passbands, the closer a
color is to a ratio measure. A related measure is the color excess, which is the
difference between the observed color and the intrinsic color. This quantity is
used for dust reddening quantification, see Section 1.5.

1.4 Distances at very high redshift

When performing calculations and/or observations of objects at high redshift,
it is very important to properly handle the expanding universe. This has a huge
impact on the distance calculations. Several ways of measuring the distance to
an object can readily be defined, depending on the purpose of the calculation
at hand. The most important distances for this thesis are the proper, angular
size, and luminosity distances, which are described briefly below.

1.4.1 Proper distance

Objects are observed at certain redshifts, corresponding to certain past-time
coordinates in space-time. Imagine stopping the expansion of the universe and
measuring the distances between objects with a rod. The measured distance
would be its proper distance (Ryden 2003). In a sense, this is the “real" spatial
distance. For an expanding universe dominated by matter and dark energy, the
proper distance can be written as:

DP(z) = c
H0
×
∫ zs

0
1√

(1+z)3ΩM+ΩΛ

dz

Here, c is the speed of light, and H0 is the Hubble constant which measures
the rate at which objects recede from us. ΩM is the energy content in matter,
and ΩΛ is the energy content in dark energy1. In a flat universe (which seems to
be the case for the universe we inhabit), the energies sum to 1, i.e. ΩM+ΩΛ =
1.

1Dark energy here means the energy causing the universe to expand faster. The
type of energy corresponding to including a cosmological constant in Einstein’s equa-
tions is used.
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1.4.2 Angular Size Distance

Extended objects will span a certain angle in the sky, given by the size of the
object and its distance, the angular size distance. In an expanding universe,
this distance is a special quantity that has to be calculated. In a flat universe,
there is a simple relation to proper distance:

DA(z) = DP(z)/(1+ z)

In gravitational lens calculations (see Chapter 4) both DA(z) and differ-
ences between different angular size distances are important. A difference
between angular distances can, in a flat universe, be calculated using:

DA(z1, z2) = DA(z2)−
(

1+z1
1+z2

)
DA(z1)

It turns out that, in a flat universe, the angular size distance is equal to the
proper distance at the time the light was emitted from the object. In this sense,
one can say that all light we see in the universe follows the path of the angular
size distance when viewed as a function of time. The angular size distance
goes towards zero when approaching the Big Bang. This means that objects at
higher redshift start to appear larger with increased redshift.

1.4.3 Luminosity Distance

When the universe is expanding, the light from a source decreases, both be-
cause of the distance it was emitted from (angular size distance stretched out
by the expansion during the flight of the photons) and because the light loses
energy because of the expansion. Since space itself is expanding, distances
between emitted photons increase over time. This gives the impression that
objects are very far away, when measuring the flux from them. When measur-
ing their flux and comparing to their intrinsic luminosity, a “distance" can be
inferred1, since the intensity emitted has to be decreased by a factor 4πD2

L(z),
where DL(z) is called the luminosity distance. This distance can also be cal-
culated using a cosmological model, and for a flat universe there is a simple
relationship with proper distance:

DL(z) = DP(z)× (1+ z)

1Since it is hard to find a real interpretation for this distance, I think it should really
be called a luminosity factor or something similar, instead of a luminosity distance.
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1.5 Dust extinction

The existence of dust in galaxies can significantly alter their spectra (Rieke &
Lebofsky 1985; Cardelli et al. 1989). Dust absorbs the radiation and re-emits
it generally at a longer wavelength. The effect of this is that the galaxy appears
more red than its intrinsic spectrum. This can be modeled as an extinction
curve, which is the modification applied to the spectrum of a galaxy as a func-
tion of wavelength. The color excess of the nebular gas emission, E(B-V),
usually measures the amount of dust extinction. It approximately corresponds
to the change in color between the passbands (Section 1.3) B and V due to the
dust present.

Dust is modeled as extinction as a function of λ . The variation with wave-
length corresponds to the relative changes of the spectrum due to dust ab-
sorption. To calculate the observed flux from the intrinsic one, the following
equation is used:

Fo(λ ) = Fi(λ )10−0.4E(B−V)k(λ )

Fi and Fo are the intrinsic and observed flux, respectively. E(B-V) is the
color excess, and k(λ ) is the relative change in absorption as a function of λ . In
Figure 1.3, k(λ ) can be seen for three models extracted from the Hyper-z code
(Bolzonella et al. 2000). The first model is by Calzetti et al. (2000) and based
on observations of starbursts. The second model, by Prevot et al. (1984), builds
upon observations of the Small Magellanic Cloud. Seaton (1979), finally, uses
Milky Way to model the extinction. The first two models are monotonically
decreasing, at least after the Lyman limit at 912 Å. This means the absorption
decreases with wavelength, hence making objects more red. The model by
Seaton (1979), on the other hand, has a “bump” at 2,175 Å with increased ex-
tinction as a function of wavelength, as observed in the Milky Way. In extreme
cases with very high E(B-V), this may actually turn objects more blue, at least
over a limited wavelength range.
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Figure 1.3: The amount of extinction, k(λ ), for three models extracted from
the Hyper-z code (Bolzonella et al. 2000). The Calzetti et al. (2000) model is
modeled from starbursts, the Prevot et al. (1984) model builds on the Small Mag-
ellanic Cloud, and the Seaton (1979) model builds on Milky Way data. The
Calzetti et al. (2000) and Prevot et al. (1984) models are both monotonically de-
creasing with wavelength, albeit at different rates. The Seaton (1979) model has a
“bump” at 2,175 Å with locally increased extinction as a function of wavelength
as observed in the Milky Way. In extreme cases with very high E(B-V) this may
actually turn objects more blue, at least over a limited wavelength range.
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2. Population III stars

In contrast to the Population II/I stars we observe in the local universe, Pop-
ulation III stars are metal-free. Whereas the metal-rich Population I stars, for
instance the Sun, are found in the disks of spiral galaxies, metal-poor Popu-
lation II stars are formed in globular clusters in the halos of galaxies. Even
though this chapter is an introduction to all types of Population III stars, the
focus is on the first Population III stars formed in minihalos. First, an overview
of the complex research field governing the formation of Population III stars
is presented. Then follows a description of the properties of zero age main se-
quence (ZAMS) Population III stars. A section covering SNe is also included.
Finally, some remarks on the possible detection of metal free stars and/or in-
formation inferred by other observations are made.

2.1 Why Population III stars are important

In the Big Bang, only hydrogen, helium, and very small amounts of lithium
formed (Iocco et al. 2009). However, all stars and galaxies for which metal-
licities have been measured have been found to contain metals. This leaves a
gap between the near-zero metallicity after Big Bang nucleosynthesis and the
farthest observed stars and galaxies at ∼ 400 million years (Myr) after the Big
Bang. The metallicity of the universe increases the older the universe becomes
(on average). This follows since heavier elements (metals) are formed by fu-
sion in the center of stars, of which the massive stars die in big explosions
(supernovae, SNe), thus enriching the universe with metals. Population III
stars are postulated to consist of pristine gas from the Big Bang. They would
thus be able to provide the first metal-enrichment of the universe and bridge
the metallicity gap between the Big Bang and current observations of stars and
galaxies. While chemically pristine gas clouds have been observed (Fumagalli
et al. 2011), Population III stars have remained elusive.
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2.2 Formation

The formation of Population III stars is an extremely important and complex
field, so far largely revolving around theoretical arguments and simulations.
The first Population III stars (sometimes called Population III.1) formed in
dark matter (DM) minihalos of mass 105− 106 M� (Bromm & Larson 2004;
Whalen 2013). Population III.1 stars formed mainly at a redshift between 10
and 30, but may have continued to much lower redshifts in unenriched pockets
of gas (Tornatore et al. 2007; Johnson 2010; Fumagalli et al. 2011). Bary-
onic matter accumulated in the minihalos, and stars formed through H2 cool-
ing. At lower redshift, Population III stars (sometimes called Population III.2)
formed as building blocks of the first Population III galaxies, see Chapter 3.
More effective cooling of pristine gas (Section 2.2.1.2), achieved through HD
(hydrogen-deuterium molecules) cooling or adiabatic expansion, plausibly re-
sulted in a lower characteristic mass.

Early research on Population III star formation (O’Shea & Norman 2007;
Yoshida et al. 2008; Bromm et al. 2009) indicated only one massive (∼ 100 M�)
star formed per minihalo. As simulations were refined, a more complex pic-
ture emerged with competing effects. The general direction was towards more
fragmentation, with lower typical mass and plausibly multiple stars forming in
the minihalos, see Section 2.2.3.2.

Different effects and techniques in the simulations are briefly explained
below, to give a taste of the complexity of the field.

2.2.1 Physical processes

There are of course a lot of important physical processes involved during Pop-
ulation III star formation. They need careful modeling and often numerical
implementation. Four of these processes are described briefly below.

2.2.1.1 Jeans instability

Stars (and galaxies) form when clouds of gas collapse. Gas pressure coun-
teracts gravity, therefore gravity must trump the gas pressure to trigger the
collapse. The condition for collapse to occur is usually expressed as a mass,
the so-called Jeans mass (MJ), or length, the so-called Jeans length (LJ). Both
are dependent on the density and basically express the same thing. LJ is the
typical minimum radius of the cloud when gravitational instability occurs. MJ
is the mass enclosed by a sphere with this radius.

During the collapse, several subsets of the cloud may locally satisfy the
Jeans criteria. Each subset will then collapse as a separate entity, hence frag-
mentation of the cloud will occur.
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2.2.1.2 Cooling

During star formation, the protostar heats up when contracting. For the con-
traction to continue, the heated gas has to cool, which makes the cooling pro-
cess in the gas very important. The timescale for radiating its gravitational
energy is called the Kelvin-Helmholtz time and varies with mass and gas con-
tents. High mass stars (& 20 M�) have Kelvin-Helmholtz times shorter than
the formation times (Krumholz et al. 2009). This means they reach their full
luminosities while still accreting matter.

For Population III stars in minihalos, the main coolant is believed to be
provided by the H2 molecule. This is not an as efficient coolant as the metal
line cooling that Population I/II stars utilize. Molecules can also be destroyed
by radiation in the L-W band, see Section 1.2.3, thus suppressing star forma-
tion.

Later, Population III star formation could potentially use HD cooling. HD
cooling can be a significant coolant even at temperatures < 200 K and can
potentially cool gas to cosmic microwave background (CMB) temperatures.
However, Safranek-Shrader et al. (2012) claim HD cooling to be insignifi-
cant, instead arguing that effective cooling for Population III.2 stars is achieved
through adiabatic expansion. But contrary to Safranek-Shrader et al. (2012),
Nakauchi et al. (2014) claim HD cooling could possibly be the dominant mean
of Population III star formation, especially for Population III.2 stars in galax-
ies. More effective cooling means a lower Jeans mass (see Section 2.2.1.1),
resulting in more fragmentation and plausibly a lower typical mass.

Lyα cooling can be important later, when galaxies form and the electron
fraction and gas temperature (> 104 K) is high enough to excite the transition.

2.2.1.3 Chemistry

To properly model the thermodynamic state of non-equilibrium cosmological
gas, the most relevant chemical species have to be tracked. Simulations in
a metal-free gas usually (Greif et al. 2009, 2011a,b, 2012; Safranek-Shrader
et al. 2012; Stacy et al. 2012) include five species of hydrogen (H, H+, H−,
H2, H+

2 ), three deuterium species (D, D+, HD), three helium species (He, He+,
He++), and free electrons. The abundances and internal energy of these ele-
ments are evolved and tracked during the simulations.
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2.2.1.4 Energy generation

As Population III stars by definition are formed by gas with a primordial com-
position, they lack the necessary catalysts for an efficient carbon-nitrogen-
oxygen (CNO) cycle for hydrogen burning. In El Eid et al. (1983), Marigo
et al. (2001), and Hosokawa et al. (2011), the development of energy gen-
eration for Population III stars is analyzed. The energy generation available
to Population III stars, apart from contraction, is nuclear burning through the
proton-proton (p-p) chain. For lower mass (M. 5 M�) Population III stars, the
p-p chain soon provides energy to stop the contraction. At higher masses, the
p-p chain slows the contraction but is unable to halt it, and the star continues
contracting. Eventually, the temperature allows for Helium burning through
the triple-α process. If M & 20 M�, the triple-α process starts even without
any significant p-p burning. Once the triple-α process is started, elements are
quickly formed, allowing the CNO-process to start at the expense of the other
two processes. The result (Marigo et al. 2001; Schaerer 2002, 2003) is a dis-
tinct shift of the ZAMS for high mass stars to higher Teff, when comparing
Population III stars to low-metallicity stars.

2.2.2 Simulation techniques

When performing simulations of Population III star formation, different tech-
niques are used. A basic technique, such as a mesh, is used to run the simula-
tion. Sometimes special techniques can be used as approximations, an example
is the sink particle technique. Both methods are described below.

2.2.2.1 Mesh

Many simulations of star formation use meshes, or grids, of different resolution
(Turk et al. 2009; Prieto et al. 2011; Greif et al. 2011a, 2012). As the protostar
evolves, it shrinks and the density rises. This means better resolution might be
needed in the vicinity of the protostar. A common method is to divide the part
of the mesh in the vicinity, resulting in a local mesh with finer resolution, so-
called mesh refinement. Special care must be taken regarding the Jeans length
(Greif et al. 2011a), see Section 2.2.1.1. If the Jeans length is not resolved by
the mesh, artificial fragmentation may occur.

2.2.2.2 Sink particles

A frequently used method (Greif et al. 2011a; Smith et al. 2012; Stacy et al.
2012; Safranek-Shrader et al. 2012) for representing a protostar is the sink par-
ticle technique. Smith et al. (2012) and Stacy et al. (2012) describe this as a
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non-gaseous particle, interacting with its environment only through gravita-
tional forces. It is usually formed when the density in a region increases over
a threshold value. The threshold value is set to at least resolve the Jeans length
(Section 2.2.1.1). The sink particle is then regarded as a protostar. Mass going
into the sink particle is then regarded to be part of the formation process of the
star.

Sink particles provide a relatively simple way to self-consistently simulate
the formation of multiple protostars. The protostars grow over many free-fall
times, accreting mass from the grid.

As mentioned in Greif et al. (2012), there are some disadvantages with the
sink particle technique. The boundary conditions near the accretion radius are
not consistent with the hydrodynamic equations, thus the boundary may be
subject to numerical artifacts. Fragmentation might be enhanced or prevented,
depending on torques at the accretion radius and the loss of resolution. Close
encounters between sink particles could also lead to artificial effects.

2.2.3 Results

The three results from the simulations with the greatest importance for this
thesis are summarized here.

2.2.3.1 Protostellar feedback

Protostellar feedback is a, sometimes overlooked, effect that can limit how
massive a Population III star can become. The huge amounts of hydrogen-
ionizing photons emitted by a Population III star of mass a few orders of
∼ 10 M� eventually ionizes a region sufficiently large to directly expose the
circumstellar accretion disk around it. The star then heats the surface of the
disk and eventually evaporates the gas on the disk surface. As a result, the ac-
cretion flow is quenched, in essence stopping the build-up of mass. Hosokawa
et al. (2011) investigate the effect and find the effect to limit the final mass to
a few times ∼ 10 M�.

2.2.3.2 Fragmentation

Contrary to the first simulations that indicated a single very massive star form-
ing in a minihalo, several later, more detailed simulations (Krumholz et al.
2009; Turk et al. 2009; Stacy et al. 2010; Hosokawa et al. 2011; Prieto et al.
2011; Clark et al. 2011; Greif et al. 2011a; Stacy et al. 2012) have resulted
in fragmentation. See Figure 2.1 from Greif et al. (2012) as an example.
However, these results have yet to bridge the gap to ages of a million years
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Figure 2.1: This figure shows a simulation of Population III star formation with
fragmentation by Greif et al. (2012). Each row is one distinct minihalo, and the
time after formation of the first protostar increases from left to right. Fragmen-
tation can be seen in each minihalo. Most protostars migrate towards the center,
but some gain angular momentum and migrate to higher orbits. Figure courtesy
of T. Greif.

and more, during which mergers and/or accretion might occur. In Safranek-
Shrader et al. (2012), the disk never fragments. The authors compare their re-
sults to theoretical conditions necessary for fragmentation and conclude their
simulation to be close to fragmentation instability. Also, Hirano et al. (2014)
perform radiation hydrodynamic simulations of 100 Population III stars, with
the result of Population III star formation in a wide range of masses, M ∼
10−1,000 M�. In Machida & Doi (2013), a relation between the star forming
clouds, the magnetic field and fragmentation is found. The cloud can form a
small cluster, a binary system or a single star, depending on the magnetic field,
with stronger magnetic fields forming fewer stars.
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2.2.3.3 Dark matter – baryonic matter interactions

Acoustic oscillations between DM and baryonic gas can give rise to streaming
velocities between them (Tseliakhovich & Hirata 2010). When the recombi-
nation occurs, the transition from a radiation-dominated plasma to a neutral
gas lowers the sound speed significantly. This leads to the streaming veloci-
ties turning into supersonic velocities. Prieto et al. (2011) report the supersonic
motions to have developed a complex network of filaments and clumps already
at z = 10.9.

Superstreaming velocities give more turbulence in the gas, resulting in in-
creased fragmentation at later stages in the collapse (Clark et al. 2011). This
results in a decrease of the typical mass of a Population III star. Greif et al.
(2011b) claim that it also implies a delay of ∆z ∼ 4 for star formation and a
decrease of the number of minihalos by up to an order of magnitude.

2.3 Properties

Schaerer (2002) has carried out extensive modeling of Population III stars and
derived properties for a wide range of stellar masses. For a mass of 60 M�
(& the max mass mentioned in Section 2.2), the star has a luminosity of 5.2×
105 L�, a temperature of 88,000 K, and a lifetime of 3.5× 106 years. Of
course the mass could prove to be larger, but these values give a sense of what
properties a large Population III star might have.

The publicly available TLUSTY code (Hubeny & Lanz 1995) models the
atmosphere of stars. This code computes 1D, non-LTE, plane-parallel stel-
lar model atmospheres and spectra, given a certain input stellar composition,
surface temperature and gravity. The spectrum also contains a Lyman and a
Balmer break. These are produced as hydrogen in the first (base) and second
level in the atmosphere is ionized, effectively absorbing part of the radiation
with wavelength shorter than 912 Å (Lyman) and 3,646 Å (Balmer) respec-
tively.

2.3.1 H II nebula

The luminosity from a Population III star probably stems mostly from the H II

region that is created around it by its own ionizing radiation. The publicly
available photoionization code CLOUDY (Ferland et al. 1998) can be used to
model photoionized nebulae. CLOUDY is used to calculate the spectrum from
a spherically symmetric H II region around a star (or other ionizing source).
Emission lines are created, as the hydrogen becomes ionized and the electrons
cascade down among the energy levels during recombination, emitting pho-
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Figure 2.2: A comparison of the spectrum for a 60 M� star with its spec-
trum when a nebula is included. The purely stellar spectrum is calculated with
TLUSTY (Hubeny & Lanz 1995) and the nebula spectrum is produced using
CLOUDY (Ferland et al. 1998). For short wavelengths (. Lyman limit at 912 Å),
the purely stellar spectrum has a higher emission, but the radiation at these wave-
lengths is absorbed in the ISM and/or IGM (see Section 1.2.1). At longer wave-
lengths, the nebula increases the emission.

tons. A continuum is also emitted due to free-bound and free-free emission.
The spectrum is built up throughout the H II region. Figure 2.2 shows a com-
parison of the spectrum for a 60 M� star to its spectrum when a nebula is
included. For short wavelengths (. λLyα ), the purely stellar spectrum dom-
inates, but the radiation at these wavelengths is absorbed in the ISM and/or
IGM, see Section 1.2.1. At longer wavelengths, the nebula increases the emis-
sion. This effectively gives a maximum emission spectrum, as real H II regions
have feedback effects that could give rise to low-density channels ("holes") in
the H II region. Such a situation would result in a spectrum somewhere be-
tween the spectra seen in Figure 2.2.
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2.4 Supernovae

Low-mass stars live long lives and die more or less quietly, leaving a white
dwarf as remnant. Population III stars that are sufficiently massive (M &
15 M�) end their lives as SNe, thus providing the means to enrich the uni-
verse with metals formed in its core (Whalen 2013). An SN is, in general, very
energetic and is observable over cosmological distances.

The mechanism behind the explosion depends primarily on mass, but could
also depend on other properties, such as rotation. Population III stars with
masses in 15− 40 M� die in core-collapse (CC) SNe (Whalen et al. 2013c).
A CC SN leaves a remnant in the form of a neutron star or black hole. This
means not all metals formed are expelled, as they are trapped in the remnant.
Since the central mechanism of core-collapse is not very sensitive to metallic-
ity (Chieffi & Limongi 2004; Woosley & Heger 2007), it will not be possible to
differentiate between Population III and Population II progenitors. 15−40 M�
Population III stars may also produce Type IIn SNe, enhancing the luminosity
compared to normal CC SNe (Whalen et al. 2013b). There are also specula-
tions, without specifying the explosion mechanism (Umeda & Nomoto 2005;
Nomoto et al. 2006), about more energetic so-called hypernovae resulting from
Population III stars with masses & 20− 25 M�. Massive stars in the range
140− 260 M� end their lives as pair-instability supernovae (PISNe; Heger &
Woosley 2002; Whalen et al. 2013a). A PISN releases so much energy, by
starting a runaway thermonuclear reaction with free electron-positron produc-
tion, that it blows the star apart without leaving any remnant. This also means
that all metals formed in the core are expelled. For rotating primordial stars,
the lower limit for producing PISNe is lower. Chatzopoulos & Wheeler (2012)
demonstrate that it can be as low as 65 M�. If the thermonuclear burning
fails to unbind the star (because the mass and/or rotation is too low), but can
eject the star’s outer layers in high-energy ejections, a so-called pulsational
pair-instability supernova (PPISN) may occur. This may occur for rotating
primordial stars with mass as low as 40 M� (Chatzopoulos & Wheeler 2012).
See Whalen et al. (2014a) for a simulation of a PPISN resulting from a 110 M�
primordial star.

Population III SNe are so energetic that, depending on redshift and SFR,
they might be detectable with current telescopes (see Paper VI regarding lensed
CC SNe). By observing and classifying the type of SN, the initial mass func-
tion (IMF), i.e. what fraction of the gas converted to stars ends up in stars of
a certain mass, of Population III stars could be probed. Population III.2 stars
will also produce SNe, even though the main type of SN might differ, depend-
ing on the IMF. Finding a Population III.2 SN also means finding its hosting
galaxy.
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2.5 Observations

There are no direct observations of Population III stars in minihalos, and the
prospects for such observations in the foreseeable future seem bleak at best
(Paper IV). There is, of course, the possibility of indirect detection, or at least
to deduce some general properties of the stars through some indirect means.
We will take a brief look at a few of them here.

Iwamoto et al. (2005) investigate the spectroscopy of hyper-metal-poor
stars in the halo of the Milky Way. They deduce that the stars were born in
a medium enriched by stars with a typical mass more akin to ordinary massive
stars. If we assume that this enrichment pattern reflects that of Population III
stars, this suggests a typical mass ∼ a few 10 M� for them. If true, indirect
means have already provided us with some information about properties of the
first Population III stars.

Another interesting option is to detect integrated indirect signatures in the
global radio background. One signature could come from 21-cm hydrogen
emission, produced by recombination in the almost fully ionized H II region
when the star has died (Tokutani et al. 2009). The compounded 21-cm ra-
diation might be strong enough to be within reach of the upcoming Square
Kilometer Array (Greif et al. 2009).

As the Cosmic Infrared Background (CIB) comprises emission from dif-
ferent sources at different redshifts, all redshifted into the infrared, there is
the possibility that Population III stars also could leave an imprint (Kashlinsky
2006).

According to Gilmore (2012), redshifted Lyα emission from primordial
stars interacts with gamma-rays. This produces an optical depth through cre-
ation of e− – e+ pairs. The detection at energies above 10 GeV then constrains
the SFR for Population III stars, depending on the IMF. The constraints on
SFR varies between 0.2−1.0 M�yr−1Mpc−3, depending on IMF and redshift
(harsher constraints on low redshift and/or top-heavy IMF). The constraints
are, however, not anywhere near ruling out any of the simulations used in Pa-
per IV, where the highest SFRs are of the order 10−4 M�yr−1Mpc−3.

Joggerst et al. (2010) match the abundances of metals in extremely metal-
poor or hyper-metal-poor stars to yields from primordial SNe. They infer that
15− 40 M� CC SNe contributed the bulk of the early enrichment of the uni-
verse. However, the conclusion might be premature (Whalen et al. 2013a); to
draw firm conclusions, larger samples of EMP stars might be needed, other
levels of metallicity targeted, etc.
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3. First galaxies

Research on the first galaxies involves simulations, model building, and of
course observations. First, this chapter presents a brief review of the recent re-
search on structure formation, aiming at some basic understanding of how the
first galaxies formed. Then, we take a close look at Yggdrasil, the population
synthesis model we use to model, among other objects, the first galaxies. This
model is used in Paper I, Paper II, Paper III, Paper V, and Paper VII. We will
conclude the chapter with some examples of possible, both current and future,
observations.

3.1 Structure formation

When simulating the structure formation in the universe, simulations with
cold dark matter (CDM) reveal a universe very much like the observed one.
CDM is postulated to comprise particles or objects moving at non-relativistic
speeds. CDM predicts that dark matter (DM) structure formation progresses in
a bottom-up fashion, meaning that smaller DM halos are formed first and then
merge to form larger and larger halos. At very high redshifts, single stars or
small clusters of Population III stars form in minihalos, and at lower redshifts,
with more massive halos, galaxies start forming. See Ciardi & Ferrara (2005)
for an extensive review. One problem with the cold dark matter universe is that
it is hard to fit the number of dwarf galaxies in the simulations to the number
observed. This might be due to not correctly compensating for observational
bias, or that something is missing from the theoretical framework (Tollerud
et al. 2008; Koposov et al. 2009; Font et al. 2011).

3.1.1 N-body simulations

Structure formation is usually modeled through so-called N-body simulations
(e.g. Springel 2005; Springel et al. 2005; Biffi & Maio 2013). This means that
DM is modeled as “particles" of matter, where one “particle" could be several
10-powers of M�. Usually, co-moving coordinates is used, which means that
the coordinate system follows the evolution of the universe. The simulated part
of the universe always contains the same amount of DM “particles".
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3.1.2 Galaxy formation

The first galaxies are likely to appear at high redshift (z > 10). Our knowledge
about the first galaxies mainly consists of theoretical arguments and simula-
tions; hence, the field is somewhat speculative. Since the first Population III
stars probably formed as single stars or small clusters of stars in DM minihalos
(Population III.1 stars), it is likely that they enriched part of the universe with
metals before the first galaxies formed. See Bromm et al. (2009) for a review.

Modeling the build-up of the first galaxies is very complicated, with sev-
eral feedback processes affecting the outcome. The first galaxies are predicted
to form in high-density regions. Since the high-density regions probably are
pre-enriched with metals from the first Population III stars in minihalos, the
first galaxies are likely to be Population II/I galaxies (Greif et al. 2010). The
first Population III stars also build up a photodissociating Lyman-Werner (see
Section 1.2.3) background radiation that is preventing star formation to some
extent. Stiavelli & Trenti (2010) simulate this build-up of the first galaxies
and examine their clustering properties. They predict that the first Popula-
tion II galaxies appear clustered. Pristine Population III galaxies are predicted
to form in low-density environment. There, the Lyman-Werner background
radiation has prevented prior star formation, and supernovae ejecta have not
yet enriched the environment with heavier elements. Moreover, Population III
galaxies appear spatially uncorrelated in these simulations.

3.2 Yggdrasil

Yggdrasil is a population synthesis model for galaxies introduced in Paper I. A
population synthesis code constructs a spectrum for the galaxy, starting from
its constituent stars. The type, age and mass of the constituent stars at a certain
age of the galaxy are used to produce the output spectrum for the galaxy. Usu-
ally, a star formation history is used as basis for this calculation. Commonly
used histories are instantaneous burst, constant star formation, and exponen-
tial decaying/increasing star formation. An instantaneous burst means that all
the star forming mass in the galaxy is immediately converted to stars at the
birth of the galaxy. A constant star formation history forms stars at a constant
level during a finite time. When the time has elapsed, star formation ceases.
Exponential decaying star formation history starts forming stars at a certain
level, then it declines exponentially with time. One parameter, usually called
e-folding time, governs how fast it declines. With this SFR, star formation
never ceases entirely, but becomes insignificant with time. More unusually,
the star formation can also be modeled as exponentially rising, which is simi-
lar to exponentially declining star formation, with the obvious difference that
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the e-folding decay rate governs how fast it rises with time. The Yggdrasil
model implements all of these star formation histories. The grid that is made
publicly available1 and used in the papers of this thesis is however limited to
instantaneous burst and constant star formation. For constant star formation,
models are provided for starburst durations of 10, 30, and 100 Myrs.

The initial mass function (IMF) decides what fraction of the gas converted
to stars ends up in stars of a certain mass. The commonly used Salpeter distri-
bution states that the number of stars forming in a mass interval ∆M is propor-
tional to Mα . Salpeter (1955) favored an α of -2.35. Later, Kroupa (2001) has
refined it to α =−2.3 for M > 0.5 M�, α =−1.3 for 0.5 M�>M > 0.08 M�,
and α = −0.3 for 0.08 M� > M. A log-normal IMF is also sometimes used,
which basically assumes that stars are formed according to a log-normal dis-
tribution. Different IMFs could, for example, be used depending on the metal-
licity level. This is especially useful for Population III stars where the IMF
is largely unknown, even though believed to have a top-heavy distribution2.
In Yggdrasil, the following IMFs are currently implemented in the publicly
available grid:

Pop III.1 An extremely top-heavy IMF using Salpeter slope in the mass range
50− 500 M�, with a characteristic mass of 100 M�. This IMF is only
used with Population III stars.

Pop III.2 A moderately top-heavy IMF using a log-normal distribution in the
mass range 1− 500 M�. The characteristic mass is 10 M� and it has a
dispersion of 1.0. It is only used with Population III stars.

Kroupa Utilizes a Kroupa (2001) distribution in the mass range 0.1−100 M�.
This IMF is available for Population III stars as well as for galaxies of
metallicity levels Z = 0.0004, Z = 0.004, Z = 0.008, and Z = 0.02.

Even though the Pop III.1 IMF is normally associated with Population III.1
stars (hence its name), we also consider this for Yggdrasil model galaxies,
since the IMF of Population III galaxies is unknown. The same reasoning is
valid for the inclusion of the Kroupa IMF for Population III galaxies, an IMF
normally associated with Population I/II stars. The Pop III.2 IMF is normally
considered realistic for Population III galaxies (Johnson et al. 2008). In Fig-
ure 3.1, we show the spectra from a galaxy at birth created in an instantaneous
burst, using purely stellar spectra and different IMFs and metallicities. Gen-
erally, the short wavelength radiation increases with average mass of the IMF

1http://ttt.astro.su.se/~ez/
2Top-heavy refers to the distribution having a high average stellar mass, not a

negatively skewed distribution.
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Figure 3.1: Comparison of spectra from a galaxy at birth formed in an instan-
taneous burst, using purely stellar spectra with different IMFs and metallicities.
Generally, the short wavelength radiation increases with average mass of the IMF
and lack of metals, while the long wavelength radiation decreases with aver-
age mass of the IMF and lack of metals (comparing the Kroupa IMFs). Blue
is Population III stars using an extremely top-heavy Salpeter IMF in the range
50− 500 M�. Purple represents Population III stars using a log-normal IMF
with typical mass 10 M� and dispersion 1.0. The other colors use a Kroupa IMF
with different metallicities. The mass available for star formation is normalized
to 106 M� in each galaxy.
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and lack of metals, while the long wavelength radiation decreases with aver-
age mass of the IMF and lack of metals (comparing the Kroupa IMFs). A
top-heavy IMF clearly increases the energy output, but at the expense of life-
time, since more massive stars live shorter lives. The huge difference between
the Population III galaxy with Kroupa IMF to the models with metallicity is
due to the difference in the star formation process, see Section 2.2.1.4. These
spectra, called single stellar populations (SSPs), can be considered the basic
building blocks when building galaxies with Yggdrasil. SSPs from other pop-
ulation synthesis models can be used as input to Yggdrasil. For the non-zero
metallicity models of this thesis, Starburst99 (Leitherer et al. 1999; Vázquez
& Leitherer 2005) is used. Population III SSPs are assembled using stellar
population spectra from Schaerer (2002) and Raiter et al. (2010).

The spectrum of the galaxy also varies with age. If the difference between
the galaxy’s age and the time of the star’s birth (expressed as time after the
galaxy’s birth) is greater than the stellar lifetime, that particular star has died
and does not contribute to the luminosity of the galaxy. Otherwise, the age
of the star and its mass are used to find its spectrum. This is usually done
by looking it up in a database. The theoretical stellar atmosphere used as
spectrum for the star is also dependent on the metallicity of the stars, which is
a free parameter of the population synthesis model.

When not using an instantaneous burst to form the galaxy, the star for-
mation history and IMF are used to calculate the number of stars of different
masses and ages at a certain age of the galaxy. This is done by integrating over
the prior star formation history, using the IMF at each time interval to see how
many stars are formed of different masses, and using the difference to the age
of the galaxy as the ages of the stars. The spectrum, weighted with the number
of stars, is added to the spectrum of the galaxy. This gives the contribution
from stars to the overall galaxy luminosity. The effect of this on the spectrum
for different star formation histories at different age can be seen in Figure 3.2.
The figure shows that, at short wavelengths, the intensity quickly drops when
star formation ceases. This is due to the disappearance of the massive, UV-
bright, short-lived stars without replenishment through later star formation. At
longer wavelengths, the intensity for the different star formation histories con-
verges. The low-mass stars formed have a significantly longer lifetime and
maintain the intensity.
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Figure 3.2: A comparison of the spectra produced by different star formation
histories. The galaxies are Population III galaxies with Kroupa IMF. The dif-
ferent pictures show the spectra for the galaxies at different, progressively older,
ages. Blue represents a galaxy formed in an instantaneous burst, the other col-
ors represent galaxies having constant star formation for 10 Myr represented by
purple, 30 Myr represented by black, and 100 Myr represented by green. The
mass available for star formation is normalized to 106 M� in each galaxy. At
short wavelengths, the intensity quickly drops when star formation ceases. This
is due to the disappearance of the massive, UV-bright, short-lived stars without
replenishment through more star formation. At longer wavelength, the intensity
for the different star formation histories converges. Long-lived, low-mass stars
maintain the intensity.
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(a) Population III (b) Z=0.02

Figure 3.3: Spectra for a Population III galaxy and a Z = 0.02 galaxy, both
with Kroupa IMF. Both are formed in an instantaneous burst and the spectra
are displayed at formation. Blue represents a galaxy without nebula, purple a
covering factor for the nebula of 0.5, and black a galaxy completely covered
by a nebula. The mass available for star formation is normalized to 106 M�
in each galaxy. The nebula increases the intensity at higher (roughly & λLyα )
wavelengths and the increase is larger for fcov = 1.0 than for fcov = 0.5. The
Z= 0.02 galaxy nebula has a lot more emission lines, originating from the metals.

3.2.1 H II nebula

Like the first Population III stars (see Section 2.3.1), the luminosity at longer
wavelengths (& λLyα ) is increased if taking a surrounding nebula into account.
As in the case with the first Population III stars, Yggdrasil uses CLOUDY (Fer-
land et al. 1998) to model the nebula. The chemical composition of the nebula
is set to the same as the galaxy it surrounds. Emission lines are created from
hydrogen, helium and, when present, metals. A continuum is also emitted,
due to free-bound and free-free emission. The possibility of holes in the neb-
ula, plausibly because of feedback effects, is taken into account by using a
covering factor, fcov. An fcov = 0 means there is no nebula surrounding the
galaxy and an fcov = 1.0 means there are no holes in the nebula surrounding
the galaxy. The online Yggdrasil grid currently contains these two cases, as
well as an intermediate case with fcov = 0.5. Figure 3.3 shows the spectrum
of a Population III galaxy, as well as of a galaxy with Z = 0.02 for the three
values of fcov supported by Yggdrasil. The nebula increases the intensity at
higher (roughly & λLyα ) wavelengths, and the increase is larger for fcov = 1.0
than for fcov = 0.5. The Z = 0.02 galaxy nebula has a lot more emission lines,
originating from the metals.
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3.2.2 Dust extinction

Even though not used for Yggdrasil in this thesis, Yggdrasil allows for the
treatment of dust attenuation effects as well (Section 1.5). All dust extinction
in Yggdrasil is applied after the nebular contribution is taken into account. This
is equivalent to assuming the dust to be located outside the H II nebula. This
is reasonable, at least for a young Population III galaxy forming through an
instantaneous burst, since no dust is predicted to exist in primordial gas.

3.3 Observations

Observing and identifying the first galaxies, usually at extremely high redshift
(Zheng et al. 2012; Coe et al. 2013; Zheng et al. 2014; Oesch et al. 2014;
Bouwens et al. 2014; Zitrin et al. 2014b), is challenging, and even more so
for Population III galaxies, see Paper I. However, in Paper V we present a few
photometrically identified candidates.

3.3.1 Fossil dwarfs

An alternative indirect way of investigating the first galaxies is to observe
small local galaxies that could be pre-reionization fossils. If true, studying
them could provide information and constraints on the first galaxies. The pre-
reionization fossils could form through ionizing radiation from massive stars,
blowing out gas from the dwarf galaxies at high z. The increase of the IGM
temperature to 10,000−20,000 K, caused by reionization, prevents gas from
condensing into virialized halos with low circular velocities (Ricotti 2010).
This also means that dwarf galaxies with low circular velocities lose most
of their gas before reionization, and do not accrete new gas after reioniza-
tion, basically shutting down star formation. This leads to the conclusion that
pre-reionization dwarfs should have a very old population of stars and a high
M/L (mass to light) value. Simulations, see Gnedin & Kravtsov (2006), show
that dwarf galaxies could survive virtually unscathed since pre-reionization.
Gnedin & Kravtsov (2006) and Bovill & Ricotti (2009) argue that a fraction of
observed Milky Way dwarf galaxy satellites are indeed pre-reionization fossils.
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4. Gravitational lensing

Figure 4.1: Gravitational lensing around
galaxy cluster RXJ1347. The image is
from CLASH and shows an angular area of
75′′× 75′′. F814W is represented by blue,
F110W by green, and F160W by red.

The possibility of gravitational
lensing follows from Einstein’s
general relativity. The presence
of mass curves space and makes
light follow curved paths through
the universe. When light is bent
around objects, this can some-
times have the effect of magni-
fying them. The magnification
implies that an unresolved object
usually gets brighter, i.e. each
spatial resolution element receives
more photons from the object. It
could also become resolved. An
already resolved object becomes
larger, which means it is observed
in more pixels, and more substruc-
ture can be observed. The disad-
vantage with magnification is that
the observed field in the source
plane shrinks when using a lens. Gravitational lensing can be divided in two
regimes, weak lensing and strong lensing. Weak lensing occurs throughout the
universe whenever the path of light becomes slightly bent by passing a suf-
ficiently massive object/structure. It is generally characterized by not being
detectable for a single source, but it is statistically detectable in a large sample
of objects. Over cosmological distances, it could slightly distort the images of
faraway objects. A lens is considered to strongly lens objects when it has the
capability (enough mass concentrated in a small volume) to produce multiple
images. Strong lensing provides magnified views of objects far away, even
objects that could not possibly be observed by any other means. The rest of
this chapter will treat strong gravitational lensing exclusively. Throughout the
chapter, the redshift of the lensing object is denoted by zl, whereas the redshift
of the lensed light source is denoted zs.
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4.1 Models of strong gravitational lensing

To predict multiple images and magnifications caused by a strong lens, a model
of the lens has to be constructed. The model can be built by observing the
lens, and/or inferring properties from lensed images of objects, where some
other knowledge of the object can be inferred. This can, for instance, be done
by recognizing two lensed images as being the same object. The model can
also be used to reconstruct the source plane, in order to obtain an image of
the source at zs. One basic assumption, often used when constructing a lens
model, is that light traces mass (LTM), see Zitrin et al. (2009a, 2013, 2014a).
The basic assumption of the LTM model is that the luminosities of the object(s)
constituting the lens is related to its mass. The lens is then calibrated through
use of known multiple images, by adjusting masses of the different objects
constituting the lens. See also Diego et al. (2014) for a free-form lens model
construction.

The LTM-gauss model (used in CLASH, Section 5.4) builds on the basic
LTM assumption. The model was developed in Broadhurst et al. (2005) and
Zitrin et al. (2009b). Each cluster galaxy is assigned a power-law mass den-
sity scaled with the luminosity of the galaxy. The resulting mass map is then
smoothed with a Gaussian kernel. The resulting smoothed map represents the
DM distribution. The original power-law-based map is added together with
the smoothed map and supplemented with a two-component shear to obtain
the final mass density map of the cluster.

In this chapter, as an illustration of a gravitational lens model, the galaxy
cluster RXJ1347 and the model applied for it in Paper V are used. The lensing
models for the cluster were provided by the CLASH team (Zitrin et al. 2009a,
2013, 2014a), obtained through the Hubble Space Telescope Archive, as a
high-end science product of the CLASH program (Postman et al. 2012). The
model makes the basic LTM assumption. Two elliptical-Navarro-Frenk-White
(eNFW) mass density distributions are used for the dark matter distributions
around the two brightest galaxies in RXJ1347. An eNFW-parametrization is
an ordinary NFW1 distribution with ellipticity incorporated. The distribution
has the equation:

ρ(r) = ρ0
r

Rs
(1+ r

Rs
)2

r =
√
[x/(1+ e)]2 +[y/(1− e)]2

The first equation is an NFW-distribution. ρ0 and Rs are parameters vary-
ing between halos. If only the first equation is used as mass densities for the

1NFW is a common mass distribution used for galaxies.
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cluster galaxies, a normal NFW gravitational lens model is obtained. The sec-
ond equation can be used in the first equation as radius to add ellipticity to the
distribution through the parameter e. For the mass distribution of galaxies in
the cluster, a pseudo-isothermal elliptical mass distribution (PIEMD; Kassiola
& Kovner 1993; Jullo et al. 2007) is applied. A PIEMD parametrization has
the equation:

ρ(r) = ρc
(1+( r

Rcore
)2)(1+( r

Rcut
)2)

Where ρcore is the density at the center, Rcore and Rcut are scale factors for
the galaxy’s core and cut-off radius respectively. The combined mass distribu-
tion of PIEMD+eNFW is then calibrated through its mass density parameters,
using a Monte-Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC) simulation. Known multiple im-
ages, their positions and redshifts, are used as constraints in the MCMC mini-
mization procedure (Zitrin et al. 2013, 2014a). The resulting PIEMD+eNFW
model for RXJ1347 is used for the calculations in Section 4.4.

4.2 Computing image positions

Gravitational lensing calculations are often very complicated to solve (Keeton
2001). Lensing calculations are usually carried out using the so-called thin
lens approximation. This approximates the lens to be in a single plane at the
redshift of the lensing object. Essentially, its depth is set to zero and a two-
dimensional gravitational potential can be used. An equation for the lensing
using this potential can then be set up. See also Rau et al. (2014), where two
thin lens approximations are used in unison but at different redshifts.

The solutions to the equation give the images. This equation usually re-
quires numerical methods to be solved. The problem is that straightforward so-
lutions require independent knowledge of the number of images, and roughly
their positions. The usual way is to look at it as a mapping from the image
plane to the source plane instead. Doing this for the vertices of a tiling of
the image plane results in a tiling of the source plane that maps to the image
plane. This provides the independent knowledge of the number of images, and
roughly their positions, which can be used to further refine the positions of the
images.
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4.3 Einstein radius

The Einstein radius is the angle at which observed light is deflected from a
point source at zs located exactly behind the lens. All the lens mass is also
assumed to be at the center of the lens, so that a perfect circle is obtained. The
radius of this circle is called the Einstein radius and it can be expressed as:

θE =
√

4GM
c2

DA(zl, zs)
DA(zl)DA(zs)

Here, M is the mass of the lens, c and G represent the speed of light and
Newton’s gravitational constant, and DA(zl, zs), DA(zl), and DA(zs) are the
angular size distances (Section 1.4.2) between lens-source, observer-lens, and
observer-source respectively. The Einstein radius provides a size measure of
the lens, and can be used to obtain dimensionless quantities for the lens.

According to Zitrin et al. (2009a), the largest known Einstein radius is
produced by MACS J0717.5+3745. It is a galaxy cluster at zl = 0.546 with an
Einstein radius of 55± 3′′ at zs ∼ 2.5. Figure 4.2 shows an image containing
the cluster, and also the critical curve (see Section 4.4) for zs = 6. It has an
unusually unrelaxed morphology and correspondingly shallow density profile,
resulting in exceptionally large areas with high magnification.

4.4 Calculation of magnifications

The lensing objects have areas of different magnification, computable from
the mass distribution in the lens (Schneider 1999). The resulting image of the
source is also distorted and sometimes split up into several images. Especially
for high magnification, the resulting image is often highly distorted. The num-
ber of images depends on the structure of the lens; often, four magnified and
one demagnified (and therefore often not detected) images appear. Sometimes,
for a smooth lens with very good alignment with the magnified object, the im-
age can be a circle, or at least a circular-like arc around the lens.

Strong lenses have one or more “critical curves" in the lens plane, along
which the magnification in theory is infinite. These “critical curves" map to
curves called “caustics" in the source plane.
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Figure 4.2: 150′′×150′′ CLASH-image showing MACSJ0717.5+3745. It has a
redshift of zl = 0.548. This galaxy cluster has the largest known Einstein radius
at 55±3′′ at zs ∼ 2.5. The cluster’s critical curve (see Section 4.4) for zs = 6 is
also shown. F606W is represented by blue, F775W by green, and F814W by red.
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4.4.1 κ–γ lens maps

Magnifications are generally computed from the second-order derivatives of
the lensing potential (Schneider 1999). The lensing potential can be expressed
as:

ψ(x,y) = 2/c2 DA(zl, zs)
DA(zl)DA(zs)

∫
φ(x,y, l)dl

(4.1)

Where x, y are the 2-dimensional coordinates and φ(x,y, l) is the Newto-
nian potential (provided by the lensing model, see Section 4.1) which is in-
tegrated along the line of sight, and DA(zl, zs), DA(zl), and DA(zs) are the
angular size distances as above (Section 4.3).

The translation between the observed image plane position θ and the un-
lensed plane position β is determined by the Jacobian matrix:

[
1− ∂ 2ψ

∂x2 − ∂ 2ψ

∂x∂y

− ∂ 2ψ

∂x∂y 1− ∂ 2ψ

∂y2

]

By introducing the following:

κ = 1
2

(
∂ 2ψ

∂x2 + ∂ 2ψ

∂y2

)
γ1 =

1
2

(
∂ 2ψ

∂x2 − ∂ 2ψ

∂y2

)
γ2 =

∂ 2ψ

∂x∂y

(4.2)

we can rewrite the Jacobian matrix as:

[
1−κ− γ1 −γ2
−γ2 1−κ + γ1

]
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The magnification can be calculated from the Jacobian matrix as the in-
verse of its determinant (Schneider 1999):

µ = 1/det(A)

where A is the Jacobian matrix. det(A) can be calculated:

det(A) = (1-κ− γ1)(1−κ + γ1)− (−γ2)(−γ2)

det(A) = (1-κ)2 +(1−κ)γ1− (1−κ)γ1− γ2
1 − γ2

2

det(A) = (1-κ)2− γ2
1 − γ2

2

det(A) = (1-κ)2− γ2

(4.3)

where the last row is achieved by setting γ2 = γ2
1 +γ2

2 . Gravitational lensing
models are usually supplied with κ and γ and/or γ1/γ2 maps (see Figure 4.3
for examples), from which the magnification in each pixel can be calculated.

4.4.2 Deflection lens maps

Deflection maps state the angle at which light is deflected by the lens at each
point (x, y) in the lens. The maps (again, see Figure 4.3 for examples) can be
defined through:

αx =
∂ψ

∂x

αy =
∂ψ

∂y

(4.4)

Here, αx is the deflection along the x-axis and αy is the deflection along
the y-axis.
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Figure 4.3: ∼ 275′′× 275′′ images of the CLASH cluster RXJ1347. The left
image on the first row is a multicolor image composed of three filters. F814W is
represented by blue, F110W by green, and F160W by red. The right image on
the first row is the κ-map. As can be seen from the image, and it is also implied
to some degree by the Equation 4.2, it follows the mass (assuming mass traces
luminosity) in the cluster. On the second row are the γ1 and γ2 maps. Their
dependence of the lensing potential (Equation 4.1 and 4.2) is more complex and
also they differ more from the multicolor image of the cluster. On the third row
the αx and αy maps are displayed. Each is the partial derivative of the lensing
potential in just one direction (Equation 4.4), and only the center of the cluster is
easily discernible.
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Using Equation 4.2 and Equation 4.4 we have for κ , γ1, and γ2:

κ = 1
2

(
∂αx
∂x +

∂αy
∂y

)
γ1 =

1
2

(
∂αx
∂x −

∂αy
∂y

)
γ2 =

∂αx
∂y =

∂αy
∂x

(4.5)

Inserting this into the Jacobian determinant (Equation 4.3):

det(A) = (1-κ)2− γ2
1 − γ2

2

det(A) = 1 + κ2−2κ− γ2
1 − γ2

2

det(A) = 1 + 1/4
(

∂αx
∂x +

∂αy
∂y

)2
−
(

∂αx
∂x +

∂αy
∂y

)
− 1

4

(
∂αx
∂x −

∂αy
∂y

)2
− ( ∂αx

∂y )
2

det(A) = 1 -
(

∂αx
∂x +

∂αy
∂y

)
+ 1

4(
∂αx
∂x )

2+ 1
4(

∂αy
∂y )

2+ 1
2

∂αx
∂x

∂αy
∂y −

1
4(

∂αx
∂x )

2− 1
4(

∂αy
∂y )

2+

1
2

∂αx
∂x

∂αy
∂y − ( ∂αx

∂y )
2

det(A) = 1 -
(

∂αx
∂x +

∂αy
∂y

)
+ ∂αx

∂x
∂αy
∂y − ( ∂αx

∂y )
2

(4.6)

This formula can be used to calculate the magnification when a lensing
model is supplied in terms of its deflection maps.

4.4.3 Scaling factor

The κ , γ , and α maps used to calculate the magnifications derived in this sec-
tion are valid for a certain zl and zs. This can be seen in Equation 4.1 as the an-
gular distances which depend on the redshifts. DA(zl) is usually incorporated
into the maps, as it only depends on the redshift of the lens, while DA(zl, zs)
and DA(zs) need to be accounted for depending on what zs is used. Each map
scales proportionally to the ratio of DA(zl, zs)

DA(zs)
which approaches 1 as zs → ∞.

The maps are scaled to a certain redshift, and if that redshift is infinity, the
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maps just need to be multiplied by the ratio DA(zl, zs)
DA(zs)

. If, on the other hand,
they are scaled to a finite calibration redshift, the maps need to be multiplied
by the ratio DA(zl, zs)

DA(zs)
for the source redshift divided by the same ratio for the

calibration redshift.

4.4.4 Critical line for a pixel

Assume the κ and γ maps are scaled to infinity. Set s = DA(zl, zs)
DA(zs)

which means
s ∈ [0,1]. For a specific pixel (x, y) in the lens map, we have:

det(A) = (1-κs)2− (γs)2

det(A) = 1+κ2s2−2κs− γ2s2

det(A) = (κ2− γ2)s2−2κs+1

(4.7)

One result of this is that, as we increase the redshift, a certain pixel can
at most appear twice on critical lines. This follows since the magnification is
the inverse of det(A) and a critical line is defined as having a magnification of
infinity. The second degree polynomial in Equation 4.7 is zero at most twice,
setting the limit for appearing on the critical line. If Equation 4.7 has no zero-
point in s ∈ [0, 1] the pixel does not appear on any critical line, no matter what
redshift is used. If it has one zero-point for s ∈ [0, 1], there is a unique zs
for which the pixel is located on the critical line. It is also possible1 to have
det(A)= 0 for two different s∈ [0, 1]. This would mean that the pixel is on two
different critical lines at different redshifts. See Figure 4.4 for two examples of
pixels having one and two zs respectively for which they appear on the critical
line. It might also be worth pointing out that this reasoning is valid for models
utilizing the thin lens approximation. The thin lens approximation guarantees
that it is possible to construct deflection and γ/κ maps.

1It is not obvious from Equation 4.7 that there exist κ and γ for which there are
two s ∈ [0, 1] resulting in det(A) = 0. However, the values κ = 1.344 and γ = 0.01
provide a simple example, where sl = 0.739 and su = 0.750 gives det(A) = 0. Also,
see Figure 4.4 for an illustration of a pixel in a magnification map with this property.
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Figure 4.4: The two images on the first row illustrate a pixel which appears on
the critical line at one zs. The left image is a∼ 275′′×275′′ magnification map of
the CLASH cluster RXJ1347 (zl = 0.4500). White color means a demagnification
with µ = 10−1, green no magnification, yellow magnification µ = 10, orange
magnification µ = 102, red magnification µ = 103, and black magnification µ =
104. We investigate the pixel marked with a black circle in the magnification map.
The right graph displays how this pixel’s magnification depends on zs. As can
be seen, it first increases with redshift. At zs ≈ 7.67, the magnification reaches
infinity and the pixel is on the critical line. This redshift is also the zs used for the
magnification map. At zs > 7.67, the magnification becomes negative (inverting
the image) and decreases (in absolute terms) with zs. The images on the second
and third rows are 100′′×100′′ pictures of the center of the RXJ1347 cluster. The
second row shows magnification maps for zs = 0.91 and zs = 1.35, using the same
color coding as the first image. The black circle in the images marks the same
pixel and illustrates a pixel being on two different critical lines at different zs. The
graph displayed left on the third row shows how magnification depends on zs for
this pixel. The right image on the third row is a multicolor image similar to the
one in Figure 4.3, but zoomed in to the same size and area as the magnification
maps on the second row.
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4.5 Observations aided by gravitational lensing

A huge amount of observational work has been done to map the matter dis-
tribution in gravitational lenses at extragalactic distances (Umetsu et al. 2012;
Zitrin et al. 2012; Coe et al. 2012; Biviano et al. 2013; Donahue et al. 2014;
Johnson et al. 2014; Richard et al. 2014; Diego et al. 2014; Jauzac et al. 2014).
By studying the images of background objects, the dark matter distribution
within the lens itself can be studied. This can be done to search for dark matter
subhalos, for example, to account for the missing subhalos in the cold dark
matter paradigm.

Gravitational lensing has also been used to search for supernovae. Goobar
et al. (2009) have found what they claim to be a lensed supernova at zs ∼ 0.59
behind a galaxy in A1689. Even though found at much lower redshift than
what might be needed to detect the first stars and galaxies, this shows the
feasibility of, with the help of gravitational lensing, finding objects that would
not otherwise have been observed.
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5. CLASH

Cluster Lensing And Supernova survey with Hubble (CLASH) is a HST survey
described in Postman et al. (2012). The survey is a 524-orbit Multi-Cycle
Treasury program observing 25 galaxy clusters. CLASH was completed during
a period of almost three years. The survey started in November 2010 and was
finished by July 2013.

5.1 Objectives

The primary objectives of CLASH are fourfold:

1. Map dark matter: Using strong and weak gravitational lensing to map the
DM distribution in the clusters.

2. Detect Type Ia SN: Investigate dark energy’s repulsive force by detecting
Type Ia SN out to z∼ 2.

3. Detect distant galaxies: Using strong gravitational lensing to detect and
characterize galaxies at z& 7.

4. Cluster galaxies: Study the galaxies in the clusters.

The 25 clusters included in the survey (see Table 5.1) have been selected
to achieve these goals. A selection primarily based on gravitational lensing
strength tends to select clusters with high central matter concentrations. To
avoid this bias and have a more representative set, high-magnification capabil-
ity has not been used as selection criterion for 20 of the clusters. Instead, these
clusters have been selected from X-ray-based compilations of dynamically re-
laxed systems. The last five clusters, however, have been selected based on
their high-magnification abilities. See Table 5.1, where the redshift (zl) and
lensed area of two lensing models for each cluster are tabulated.
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Table 5.1: The clusters included in the CLASH survey. Each row shows the
cluster’s full name (it is usually abbreviated to the letters and the first three or
four numbers), its measured redshift (as given in Postman et al. 2012), and the
source plane angular area in �′ with µ > 3 at zs = 10 for two different lensing
models (when available). The five clusters marked in boldface are selected for the
survey due to their high-magnification properties, which means their properties
are biased. The other 20 clusters are selected from X-ray-based compilations
of dynamically relaxed systems, in order to achieve an unbiased (with regard to
lensing capabilities) sample.

Cluster zl NFW LTM-gauss

Abell209 0.206 0.13 0.27
Abell383 0.187 0.08 -
Abell611 0.288 0.19 0.61
Abell1423 0.213 0.10 0.09
Abell2261 0.224 0.37 0.08
CLJ1226.9+3332 0.890 0.27 0.13
MACS0329.7-0211 0.450 0.36 0.39
MAC0416.1-2403 0.42 0.23 0.22
MACS0429.6-0253 0.399 0.13 0.11
MACS0647.8+7015 0.584 0.31 0.45
MACS0717.5+3745 0.548 - 0.55
MACS0744.9+3927 0.686 0.20 0.55
MACS1115.9+0129 0.352 0.23 0.31
MACS1149.6+2223 0.544 - 0.26
MACS1206.2-0847 0.440 0.40 0.56
MACS1311.0-0310 0.494 0.15 0.03
MACS1423.8+2404 0.545 0.21 0.44
MACS1720.3+3536 0.391 0.10 0.27
MACS1931.8-2635 0.352 0.23 0.15
MACS2129.4-0741 0.570 0.21 0.72
MS2137-2353 0.313 0.13 0.10
RXJ1347.5-1145 0.451 0.46 0.85
RXJ1532.9+3021 0.345 - -
RXJ2129.7+0005 0.234 0.12 0.13
RXJ2248.7-4431 0.450 0.57 0.24
Total - 5.17 7.54
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A host of research has already been produced using CLASH. Several de-
tections and discoveries of extremely high-redshift galaxies have been made
(Coe et al. 2013; Monna et al. 2013; Balestra et al. 2013; Bradley et al. 2014;
Bouwens et al. 2014). Results from mapping the matter distribution (Umetsu
et al. 2012; Zitrin et al. 2012; Coe et al. 2012; Biviano et al. 2013; Donahue
et al. 2014) assist in improving the lens maps (Section 4.4). This will eventu-
ally produce better magnification estimates. Also, the accuracy of photometric
redshifts has been tested with CLASH data (Jouvel et al. 2014).

5.2 Data

The CLASH survey has produced vast amounts of observational data. On the
CLASH homepage1, the data is publicly available for download. For this thesis,
Paper V and Paper VII, the following data has been used:

Catalogs of observations The CLASH team has used SExtractor (Bertin &
Arnouts 1996) to produce catalogs of potential objects. The catalogs
include, among other information, measured fluxes with errors for each
transmission curve and object. The catalogs have been the basis for the
searches and findings in Paper V and Paper VII.

FITS images The images of each cluster can be downloaded as FITS images
with a resolution of 0.065′′. There are images for every filter for each
cluster.

Gravitational lens models Deflection maps, κ- and γ-maps can be down-
loaded as FITS-files and combined to form magnification maps, see Sec-
tion 4.4.

There are also FITS images with 0.03′′ resolution available. Data from the
Subaru telescope on Mauna Kea, Hawaii, is also supplied for some clusters.

5.3 Transmission curves

CLASH uses a total of 16 filters from near-UV to near-IR (see Figure 5.1),
spanning 2,000 Å to 17,000 Å. This allows the identification of the Lyman
limit at 912 Å rest-frame down to z ∼ 1.75, as well as Lyα-break detections
(using the Lyα limit at rest-frame 1,216 Å) up to z∼ 10.5. Using several par-
tially overlapping filters also significantly improves precision for photometric
redshift estimates (Benítez et al. 2009). The limiting 5σ of each filter can be

1http://archive.stsci.edu/prepds/clash/
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Figure 5.1: Transmission curves for the HST/CLASH survey. Figure courtesy of
D. Coe.

seen in Table 5.2, where also the name of the camera using the filter is tab-
ulated. The limiting magnitudes are for a circular aperture of diameter 0.4′′.
For seven of the clusters, there is also archival data for the filter F555W (not
in Table 5.2), which has been added to the survey.

5.4 Gravitational lensing

The gravitational lensing caused by the clusters is of course crucial to attain
the four goals of CLASH. A natural question arises about how large angular
area and cosmological volume, both by individual clusters and the total for
all clusters, are magnified. This area/volume can be calculated as a function
of minimum magnification µ , i.e. the total area/volume providing a magnifi-
cation of at least µ . This is especially interesting for objectives 2 and 3 (see
Section 5.1) of the CLASH survey. By using the methods from Section 4.4 and
models provided by the CLASH team (Zitrin et al. 2009a, 2013, 2014a), the
angular area and cosmological volume lensed as a function of magnification
are calculated. In Figure 5.2, the result is displayed. We see that, for the two
models (see Section 4.1) LTM-gauss and NFW we use, the total lensed areas
and volumes are very similar. For individual clusters, the difference is greater.
The spread of the lensed areas for individual clusters using the LTM-gauss
model is a factor ∼ 3 greater than for NFW.

Wong et al. (2012) proposed to use the lensed area in the sourceplane with
µ > 3 for zs = 10 to quantify the efficiency of the lens to magnify high-redshift
galaxies. We calculate this metric, using the methods described in Section 4.4
and the lensing models from CLASH. The results are displayed in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.2: The transmission curves used in CLASH. The filter and camera used
and its 5σ limiting AB-magnitude are shown on each row. The values are ob-
tained from Postman et al. (2012) and are the limiting magnitudes for a circular
aperture 0.4′′ in diameter. Seven clusters also have some additional data in the
ACS F555W filter, not included in the table.

Filter Camera 5σ

F225W WFC3/UVIS 26.4
F275W WFC3/UVIS 26.5
F336W WFC3/UVIS 26.6
F390W WFC3/UVIS 27.2
F435W ACS/WFC 27.2
F475W ACS/WFC 27.6
F606W ACS/WFC 27.6
F625W ACS/WFC 27.2
F775W ACS/WFC 27.0
F814W ACS/WFC 27.7
F850LP ACS/WFC 26.7
F105W WFC3/IR 27.3
F110W WFC3/IR 27.8
F125W WFC3/IR 27.2
F140W WFC3/IR 27.4
F160W WFC3/IR 27.5
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Figure 5.2: The lensed area/cosmological volume for 21 clusters and two lens-
ing models in CLASH for zs = 10. All CLASH clusters having both NFW and
LTM-gauss models are included. The left column contains graphs of the lensed
area as a function of minimum magnification µ , i.e. the total area/volume pro-
viding a magnification of at least µ . Dashed lines indicate angular area at zl and
solid lines the angular area at zs. Black lines represent the total area of all 21
clusters. The right column displays graphs for the lensed co-moving cosmolog-
ical volume. The black line corresponds to the total. The total lensed areas and
volumes are very similar. However, the variation between the different clusters
for the different models is large. For LTM-gauss, there is greater variation in
areas with magnification among clusters, compared to NFW. The difference be-
tween the magnified area for the clusters can be up to ∼ 101.5 for LTM-gauss;
for NFW the difference can be up to a factor ∼ 10. In other words, the range of
magnifications is a factor ∼ 3 greater for LTM-gauss than for NFW.
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6. Summary of the papers

The results of this thesis are contained in the seven papers included. The con-
nection between them is the modeling of observations of Population III stars,
whether single, in small clusters, whole galaxies, or their supernovae. Point-
ing the telescope through a lensing cluster is often the method of choice for
observations. Here follows a summary of the seven papers, presented in five
sections (Paper I and Paper II are sufficiently related to be contained in the
same section, as are Paper V and Paper VII). If not mentioned otherwise, any
detection limits refer to 10σ detections, using an exposure time of texp = 100 h.

6.1 The first Population III stars

In Paper IV, we concentrate on the single, or more plausibly, the small clusters
of Population III star(s) predicted to form in minihalos. We use data from
Schaerer (2002) for Population III stars in the mass range 9− 500 M�. As
described in Section 2.3, we use TLUSTY to model the stellar atmosphere, and
then CLOUDY to model the H II region. The result from CLOUDY is used to
assess the detectability of these stars at z = 2−20 using the James Webb Space
telescope (JWST).

The impossibility of direct unlensed detection is demonstrated, and then
the necessary magnification for detection, when taking gravitational lensing
into account, is calculated. By comparing to the lens MACSJ0717.5+3745
(Section 4.3) to find lensed areas of adequate magnification, we calculate the
star formation rate (SFR) necessary for a detection. The same calculation
is also performed taking into account the possibility of strong Lyα emission
(Section 1.2.1), using fLyα = 0.2 and 0.5 as well as the basic case of no Lyα

emission.
Tornatore et al. (2007), Trenti & Stiavelli (2009), and Wise et al. (2012)

have all done simulations producing models that result in Population III SFRs
as a function of z. These models are compared to our calculations, to examine
the prospects of detection. In a scenario deemed very unlikely, where stars
have a typical mass of 300 M� and fLyα = 0.5, an SFR consistent with detec-
tion in the most optimistic Trenti & Stiavelli (2009) model and the Wise et al.
(2012) model is actually achieved (Figure 4 in Paper IV). As we have seen ear-
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lier in Section 2.2, the typical mass resulting from formation simulations is a
few 10 M�, rendering a detection implausible (Figure 3 in Paper IV). Finally,
time-dependent effects during photoionization are examined to some extent.
The uncertainty due to the time-dependent effects is found to be much smaller
than due to other assumptions in our estimates.

6.2 Population III galaxies

In Paper I and Paper II, we use the Yggdrasil model (Section 3.2) to investi-
gate the detectability and identification criteria for different types of galaxies
at high redshift. Galaxies completely surrounded by an H II nebula and galax-
ies with no H II coverage (but no intermediate cases) are investigated. For an
instantaneous star formation burst at z = 10, a minimum mass of M ∼ 105 M�
in a Population III.1/III.2 galaxy surrounded by a H II nebula needs to be con-
verted to stars, in order to make a detection by JWST possible. When using a
Kroupa IMF, a minimum mass of M ∼ 106 M� is necessary, whether it is Pop-
ulation I, II or III stars. For galaxies without H II nebulae, the minimum mass
varies: M ∼ 105.5 M� for Population III.1, M ∼ 106 M� for Population III.2,
M ∼ 107 M� for Population III Kroupa, and M ∼ 106 M� for Population I/II
(Figure 4 in Paper I). An extended star formation period raises the limit fur-
ther, since this means the galaxies contain a larger ratio of low-mass long-lived
stars.

Then, we investigate different broadband signatures to single out Popula-
tion III star galaxies from other galaxies with JWST. The signatures mainly
exploit the lack of the O III 5,007 Å emission line in Population III galaxy
spectra. For galaxies with H II nebula, the criterion (m277−m444 6 0 at z∼ 8)
proposed by Inoue (2011) is found to have some degeneracy with Population I
and II galaxies at certain times in their evolution (Figure 6 in Paper I). When in-
cluding MIRI filters, a criterion in a color-color diagram between m444−m560
and m560−m770 can be set up, valid at z≈ 7−8 (Figure 8 in Paper I). In such
a diagram, there is an area where only young (. 10 Myr) Population III galax-
ies should be observed. Dust is shown to be able to obscure the Population
III candidates, but cannot cause false positives. The drawback of using MIRI
filters is their lower sensitivities; the mass converted into stars would need to
be M ∼ 107 M� to allow a detection.

When considering galaxies without H II nebulae, a simpler criterion (m200−
m444 6−1.2) is proposed to single out young Population III galaxies at z∼ 8.
A more top-heavy IMF will maintain that identification criterion for a longer
time (Figure 11 in Paper I).
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We also investigate the possibility of identifying Population III galaxies
with high Lyα emission with HST. High Lyα emission should produce very
blue colors at certain redshifts, when the Lyα line appears in the filter covering
lower wavelengths. A simple color criterion is found for a very high fLyα of
0.5 at z≈ 8−10. J125−H160 6−0.6 should single out Population III galaxies
from other galaxies under those circumstances (Figure 3 in Paper II). A more
complex criterion is derived, consisting of an area in the color-color diagram
Y105−J125 vs. J125−H160, valid at z≈ 8 (Figure 4 in Paper II). This area should
single out young (< 10 Myr) Population III galaxies. It is also shown that very
blue colors can be produced even with a low (∼ 10−2) mass ratio of Population
III stars within a galaxy.

6.3 Gravitational lensing of Population III galaxies

Paper III takes a deeper look at gravitational lensing of Population III galaxies,
both with HST and JWST. We concentrate on the gravitational lens constituted
by the galaxy cluster MACSJ0717.5+3745 (see Section 4.3). We use the sim-
ulations from Trenti et al. (2009) to produce mock catalogs of Population III
galaxies. The simulations constitute cubes that are sufficiently large to cover
the HST as well as the JWST field of view. To cover the depth corresponding to
the redshifts (z = 7−15), the cubes have to be reused, which poses a problem.
But, since the Population III galaxies display very little clustering (Stiavelli &
Trenti 2010), this likely implies only a minor bias.

We use a Monte-Carlo approach to assign an age to each halo. The lifetime
of the Population III phase of a galaxy is virtually unknown, but taking into
account a cooling time of ∼ 107−108 yr (Greif et al. 2007; Ritter et al. 2012)
for the ejecta from the first supernovae, we adopt a default lifetime of 107 yr.
After that, the ejecta are used for subsequent formation of Population II and
Population I stars, essentially ending the Population III phase of the galaxy.
Somewhat counterintuitively, changing the lifetime proves to affect the number
count of Population III galaxies in a disproportional way (a change from 107 yr
to 106 yr only changes the number count by 50 %) when observing through
gravitational lensing. The reason for this is that most of the observations prove
to be of galaxies that are in their first, most luminous phase.

We then use the mass and magnification model of MACSJ0717.5+3745,
published in Zitrin et al. (2009a), to project our mock galaxy catalogs to the
lens plane. The Yggdrasil model (Section 3.2) for the galaxies, in conjunc-
tion with the resulting magnifications and the appropriate filter and telescope,
are used to make predictions of the number count of observed Population III
galaxies. We examine the number count’s dependency on the star formation
efficiency (ε), which is the fraction of baryons in the halo converted to Pop-
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ulation III stars. By comparing the observed luminosity function (Bouwens
et al. 2011; Oesch et al. 2012) with luminosity functions implied by our mock
galaxy catalogs, upper constraints can be set, ε . 10−1.2 (using Population
III.2 stars).

The resulting constraints on ε depend heavily on the IMF, star formation
period, and whether a H II nebula is present, which results in constraints of
10−1.6− 10−0.6 for Population III.1, 10−1.2− 10−0.4 for Population III.2, and
10−0.5−100 for Population III with Kroupa IMF (Table 2 in Paper III). There
is, of course, also the possibility of yet unidentified Population III galaxies in
the observed data. When taking into account all of the 25 clusters contained in
the CLASH survey, the result is the plausible (∼ 1) detection of Population III
galaxies if the typical star formation efficiency is ε ∼ 10−2. We also consider
a survey targeting the MACSJ0717.5+3745 cluster with the upcoming JWST.
With such a survey, we predict detection of ∼ 1 Population III galaxy with as
low as ε = 10−2.5 for texp = 3 h or ε = 10−3 for texp = 30 h (Figure 7 in Paper
III).

6.4 The search for Population III galaxies

Paper V and Paper VII describe the search for and discovery of a few Popu-
lation III galaxy candidates in CLASH. The data we use for the search is the
official CLASH catalogs (Postman et al. 2012). These catalogs are the result
of running SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) by the CLASH team on the ob-
servations, resulting in 53,030 objects distributed over the 25 clusters. We use
the color-color criterion (Figure 4 in Paper II) and SED fitting of the objects
in the catalogs to models. We include both Population III and Z > 0 galaxy
templates from Yggdrasil, as well as the Gissel (Bruzual & Charlot 2003) and
CWW, Kinney (Coleman et al. 1980; Kinney et al. 1996; Arnouts et al. 1999)
grids of templates for galaxies in the local universe. We compare the fit of the
Population III galaxy models to the other three grids and screen for extended
objects, to avoid contamination by Milky Way stars. We also do SED fitting,
using dust extinction for the three models Calzetti et al. (2000), Prevot et al.
(1984), and Seaton (1979) against the Gissel and CWW, Kinney grids.

In Paper V, we present five objects, Abell209-994, MACS0416-1828,
MACS0647-610, MACS1931-777, and RXJ1347-1951, as a result of our search.
Their SED fits indicate young, low-mass, Lyα emitting objects. The inferred
stellar population masses are of the order∼ 106 M�. Using the results from Pa-
per III, these mass estimates would imply a very high star formation efficiency
for Population III stars in galaxies of ε ≈ 10−1. The inferred star formation
efficiency is slightly too large, but roughly consistent with the lower limit de-
rived in Paper III. Only RXJ1347-1951 is strongly lensed, µ ≈ 10, while the
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other four are more akin to the objects investigated in Paper II. The two objects
MACS1931-777 and RXJ1347-1951 are singled out as Population III galaxy
candidates. MACS1931-777, at z = 8.2, has significantly better fit to Popula-
tion III galaxy models than to the comparison models. However, it has extreme
colors even for a Population III galaxy. The colors are very dependent on an ex-
treme flux in the F125W filter, hence there is a risk that the signature could be
photometric error (i.e. a higher/lower flux is measured due to the uncertainties
inherent in the measurement process) in one filter. RXJ1347-1951 has a good
fit to Population III galaxy models in a very narrow redshift range at z = 8.0,
compared to the alternatives. As mentioned, it is strongly lensed with a mag-
nification of µ ≈ 10, and without this magnification RXJ1347-1951 could not
have been observed. Even though Abell209-994 (z = 8.0) fits to Population III
galaxy templates best, the comparison models, especially the Z > 0 Yggdrasil
models have competitive fits. The MACS0416-1828 z = 6.8 candidate has an
excellent fit to Population III galaxies, but the fits to the alternatives are only
slightly worse. Also, due to a close diffraction spike from a nearby star, it runs
some risk of contamination, which could artificially create the Population III
signature. The MACS0647-610 at z = 8.8 runs a high risk of suffering from
light contamination from a diffraction spike, it also has Z > 0 Yggdrasil as
well as Gissel and CWW, Kinney model fits competitive with the Population
III galaxy model fits.

Paper VII contains the discovery of a doubly (or perhaps triply) lensed
galaxy behind Abell2261 at z ≈ 7.8. The galaxy was first preliminary classi-
fied as a Population III galaxy candidate (proceedings, Rydberg 2014) iden-
tified with the same method as used in Paper V. A nearby object at the same
photometric redshift was identified and regarded as substructure of the same
object, Abell2261-9000. Three counterimage regions were predicted, using
the PIEMD+eNFW (Section 4.1; Zitrin et al. 2009a, 2013, 2014a) model. One
region contained a counterimage, Abell2261-14000, with similar substructure
as in Abell2261-9000. In the second region, two possible counterimages were
found, Abell2261-1366 and Abell2261-1433. Of the two, Abell2261-1366 is
deemed the more plausible counterimage. Its morphology, even though no
substructure is discerned, resembles that of Abell2261-9000 and Abell2261-
14000, and the magnitudes of the three objects are consistent within errors
considering the magnification. However, it is quite far from the predicted lo-
cation of the counterimage (3σ ), raising doubts about its counterimage sta-
tus. Abell2261-1433’s morphology is too compact, significantly fainter and
also quite far from the predicted location of the counterimage (2.5σ ). The
third region with a counterimage prediction contained no plausible object. By
combining the two objects, Abell2261-9000 and Abell2261-14000 (the same
analysis including Abell2261-1366 yields similar results), using their fits to
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Yggdrasil models, a most plausible redshift of 7.8 is derived. A Population
III galaxy model is preferred, even though Z > 0 Yggdrasil galaxy (but not the
CWW, Kinney and Gissel) models have competitive fits. This redshift estimate
is dependent on strong Lyα emission.

6.5 Supernovae from the first galaxies

In Paper VI, we investigate the prospects of detecting CC SNe in CLASH at z∼
5−12, both from primordial and low-metallicity progenitors. We estimate the
lensed volume as a function of magnification for different redshifts. To model
the luminosities from the SNe, we use the CC SNe light curves from Whalen
et al. (2013c) for the masses 15, 25, and 40 M�, and metallicities of 0 and 10−4

times solar metallicity. To estimate the combined primordial/low-metallicity
SFR, we use the results from several simulations of star formation in the early
universe. Since CC SNe are too similar for Population II/III progenitors to be
distinguished, see Section 2.4, we use the combined primordial/low-metallicity
SFR, which implies the combined SNe rate. From these simulations of SFR we
compile three cases, one of low, medium, and high SFR, spanning the width
of the results from the simulations. By convolving the SNe rates with models
of CC SNe and calculations of lensed volume, we arrive at estimates of the
number of detected CC SNe in the data from CLASH.

The result is that for the low SFR case, there would be no detections in
CLASH. For the medium SFR, the calculations indicate 2−3 events detected
at z ∼ 5− 12, while the high SFR indicate as many as 3− 9 events detected
in the entire survey. Even a non-detection of CC SNe could thus set useful
constraints on the SFR by ruling out the higher estimates.
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Sammanfattning

Vid Big Bang bildades bara två grundämnen1, väte och helium. Detta vet man
från simuleringar och observationer av den så kallade bakgrundsstrålningen
(c:a 300 000 år efter Big Bang). Nuförtiden existerar dock många andra äm-
nen, vilket bland annat möjliggör vår existens. När man observerar stjärnor
och galaxer så kan man mäta vilka ämnen de innehåller. Alla sådana mätning-
ar av stjärnor och galaxer har dock resulterat i att man uppmätt andra ämnen
än endast väte och helium. Slutsatsen blir att tyngre ämnen måste ha bildats
direkt från väte och helium, någonstans efter bakgrundsstrålningen men innan
de mest avlägsna galaxer där man uppmätt ämnessammansättning. Den domi-
nerande processen i universum för att bilda tyngre ämnen är att stjärnor för-
bränner lätta ämnen genom fusion. Detta sker i stjärnans mitt, sedan (i alla fall
för tillräckligt massiva stjärnor) exploderar den i en s.k. supernova och spri-
der ut de nybildade tyngre ämnena. Den dominerande teorin för hur de första
tyngre ämnena bildades är att en klass av stjärnor existerat, kallad Population
III, som bestod av endast väte och helium. De har sedan bildat tyngre ämnen
genom fusion och spridit ut dem genom att explodera som supernovor. Denna
klass av stjärnor har dock ännu inte observerats.

Simuleringar visar att de allra första Population III-stjärnorna bildades en-
samma, i par eller i en mindre hop. De var antagligen väldigt massiva (& någ-
ra tiotal solmassor) jämfört med dagens stjärnor2. I Artikel IV undersöker vi
om dessa första Population III-stjärnor går att observera3. För beräkning av
detta använder vi data för James Webb Space telescopes (JWST) observatio-
nella känslighet. JWST är Hubble Space Telescopes (HST) efterföljare och ska
skickas upp först år 2018. Dess observationella känslighet överträffar HST:s.
Dessutom används hjälp av så kallad gravitationell linsning. Man utnyttjar att
massiva objekt, eller till och med hopar av objekt, kröker rumtiden och kan
därigenom förstora bakomliggande objekt. I beräkningen används en galaxhop
(MACS0717) som gravitationell lins. Men inte ens med JWST som observerar
med hjälp av en gravitationell lins finns något större hopp om att observera

1Spår av litium bildades också, men ignoreras här då det inte är viktigt för resone-
manget.

2Dagens stjärnor har en medelmassa lite lägre än solens (=1 solmassa).
3Eftersom ljusets hastighet är ändligt så ser vi också bakåt i tiden när vi observerar.



de första Population III-stjärnorna. JWST har visserligen kapacitet att observe-
ra dem om tillräcklig förstoring erhålles från den gravitationella linsen, men
problemet är att stjärnorna, enligt simuleringar, är alldeles för få.

Eftersom dessa första Population III-stjärnor inte kommer att observeras
inom överskådlig framtid så uppkommer frågan om vi kan hitta något annat
sätt att observera Population III-stjärnor. Det visar sig att, enligt simulering-
ar1, så bildas hela galaxer av Population III-stjärnor. Dessa bildas senare än de
första Population III-stjärnorna i universums historia och ligger därför närmare
oss observationellt. Eftersom de är hela (fast små) galaxer så är de också myc-
ket ljusstarkare än de första Population III-stjärnorna (som högst uppträdde
som små hopar). Detta sammantaget gör att de är mycket lättare att observe-
ra. I Artikel I-III tar vi fram både vad som krävs för att detektera dem och
hur vi kan identifiera dem. Det räcker inte med en observation, utan man mås-
te också kunna särskilja dem från andra objekt. Vi räknar också på hur många
Population III-galaxer (givet vissa parametrar) man kan vänta sig att observera,
både med HST och med JWST. Här används det observationella programmet
CLASH. Det är ett avslutat observationellt HST-program som observerat 25 ga-
laxhopar vilka fungerar som gravitationella linser. Resultatet blev att det finns
skäl att leta efter Population III-galaxer i CLASH-data.

Med stöd av resultaten från Artikel I-III sökte vi igenom datamängden som
producerats av CLASH-programmet. I Artikel V presenterar vi fem nyupptäck-
ta objekt med observationell signatur som passar på Population III-galaxer.
Graden av överensstämmelse varierar, men två av objekten, bakom MACS1931
och RXJ1347, anses stämma tillräckligt mycket bättre in på Population III-
galaxer än normala galaxer för att betraktas som kandidater till att vara Popu-
lation III-galaxer. I Artikel VII presenterar vi ett objekt2 bakom galaxhopen
Abell2261 som är multipelt linsat. Det betyder att den gravitationella linsen
producerar flera bilder av samma objekt. Dess Population III-signatur är dock
för svag, jämfört med vanliga galaxer, för att betraktas som en stark Popula-
tion III-galaxkandidat.

Slutligen, i Artikel VI, utreder vi om man kan observera supernovor från de
första galaxerna (både från Population III och/eller galaxer med tyngre ämnen)
i CLASH. Population III-stjärnor i galaxer beräknas ha lägre medelmassa än de
Population III-stjärnor vi utredde i Artikel IV, så deras ljusstyrka är i snitt lägre,
men i gengäld är de många fler. Vi predikterar att troligen inga supernovor från
Population III-stjärnor finns i CLASH. Däremot bör 2-3, och kanske upp till 10,
supernovor finnas från ett tidigare skede i universums historia än de supernovor
som hittills observerats.

1Dock inte alltid och om de simuleringar där det inte uppkommer Population III-
galaxer stämmer så är vi förstås chanslösa.

2Detta objekt har dock dykt upp tidigare i litteraturen, så det är ingen ny upptäckt.
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